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**Series 1: Subject Files**

This series contains rhetoric and English courses taught by Sleator, including assignments, exams, bibliographies, lectures, and notes. The series also contain notes on grammar and rhetoric, "Pleasure Dome" - a poem written by Sleator Temperley and a publication rejection letter from *Scientific American*, and Sleator's talk to the Cambridge University Linguistic Society in 1963. Also included is a list of publications from members of the Institute of Communications, with two of Sleator's unpublished works listed, and (most likely) Sleator writing about her experiences as a teacher of English as a second language labeled "Institute Report." There are a few records of the Department of English and Department of Linguistics, including, course listings, staff directories, requirements for a master's of arts in the teaching of English as a second language, and some faculty biographical information.

**Box 1**

1. Courses -- assignments, bibliographies, and lectures (no course numbers listed) (c. 1960s)
4. Courses -- Rhet. 246 and Linguistics 643 (c. 1960s)
7. Courses -- Rhet. 388, Post nominal modifiers handouts
9. Department of English and Department of Linguistics department information
10. Institute of Communications Reports (Comm. Lecture) (1956-1960)
11. Notes -- ambiguous sentences, elliptical sentences (c. 1957)
12. Notes -- incomplete outlines (c. 1960s)
13. Notes -- handout summary of English Sentence Pattern grammatical materials (c. 1960s)
15. Notes -- rhetoric notes on back of the Bill Knapp restaurant placemat (c. 1960s)
16. Pleasure Dome -- poem written by Sleator Temperley and publication rejection letter from *Scientific American* (1957)
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Processing Notes

Duplicates were weeded and rusty paperclips and staples were replaced. Old folders were replaced and folder titles added by archivist are indicated by brackets []. This collection was processed by Lana Kay Tutterow under the supervision of Susanne Belovari, fall 2022.